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Neighbours Soap Star Seen in Tinseltown
Troy Coward Scouted for Hollywood

Melbourne, Australia, 01.10.2016, 15:39 Time

USPA NEWS - He's is Australia's most sought after actor right now, recently starring in long-running soap Neighbours as Lenny
Ormond, Troy Coward has been scouted by Hollywood agent Joey Sulfaro who works with A-list clients such as John Travolta,
Geoffrey Rush, Simon Baker, Jacqueline Bissett to name a few.

Coward´s raw natural talent for performing has seen him take on various roles in film and television, all of them memorable, all of them
emotional and all of them leaving audiences remembering his acting skills .
Coward´s name is synonymous in the movie industry. His rolls in feature films such as “˜Red Dirt´ where he was nominated “˜Best
Lead Actor´ at the Alabama Film Festival, “˜The Brotherhood´ , Voice in The Wilderness´ and Caged In´ all nominated for screening in
Hollywood at the 168 L.A. “˜Film Festival´. Coward will be remembered holding a gun to his head in a game of “˜Russian Roulette´ in
the Hollywood Screened “˜These final Hours´ . Locals in Perth remember him in the Nunzio La Bianca directed film “˜The Aussie Park
Boys´ which was screened at the Canes Film Festival. Coward had worked along side International stars such as Erwin McGregor,
Grant Bowler, Nathan Phillips, John Waters, Todd Lasance, Michael Munts & John Batchelor . 

Coward has demonstrated his incredible range of acting skills by terrifying audiences with his menacing performance as Eddie Jones
in "The Great Mint Swindle" and making audiences laugh with his comedic turn in the online hit "Super Dingo".
vBorn in Sydney, New South Wales. At age 8, Troy began training as a boxer and his fighting skills would eventuate into him fighting
alongside the likes of Danny Green at The Australian Titles, being ranked 1st for his weight from Western Australia and 2nd in
Australia.
The Satellite Agency President, Joey Sulfaro has produced and been Director of multiple film projects such as "Another
Highway" selected at Cannes Film Festival 2016, "Resilience + Triumph = Love," Winner of "Best Picture" in Hollywood 2016, "Pick a
Boo" and "M.I.A.".
Sulfaro says , “ I have big plans installed for Troy Coward so every one needs to “˜Watch this Space´ and keep and eye on this actor
who could be the next Chris Hemsworth, Mel Gibson or Russell Crowe. 

I asked Coward what he was working on right now and to my surprise 'Season Five' of the Dr Blake murder mysteries where he plays
alongside Craig McLachlan , Screen legend John Waters and John Orsic who made Grundy Television famous in the 70's with 'Cop
Shop'. "Its the first time in ABC History that a Television Series as been given funding for a Fifth Season but I'm not surprised as it is
Australia's highest rated TV Show." Said Coward who was very elusive as to his character " Mad Dog - Micky Ellis" and simply said
'Stay Tuned'.

I found this very charismatic man very down to earth , humble and appreciative of the people around him. His amazingly beautiful
'Heart- throb' and soul mate Katie Tomarchio will certainly add more then just eye candy to Tinseltown and we will be keeping a close
eye on his future. 

Kirk Douglas was quoted saying, "When I first came to Hollywood, the blacklist was just starting, and they were having hearings in
Washington. What most people don't know is the judge of these hearings himself was later convicted of misappropriation. 'Spartacus'
helped break the blacklist, because Spartacus was a real character. "

Philip Street once said, " Stay true to yourself, yet always be open to learn. Work hard, and never give up on your dreams, even when
nobody else believes they can come true but you. These are not cliches but real tools you need no matter what you do in life to stay
focused on your path." we wish you well...Namaste
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